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Online Library Gdr The Of History Cultural Socio A Towards Experience As Dictatorship
Getting the books Gdr The Of History Cultural Socio A Towards Experience As Dictatorship now is not type of inspiring means. You could not deserted going subsequently books increase or library or borrowing from your friends to admittance them. This is an very simple means to speciﬁcally
acquire lead by on-line. This online proclamation Gdr The Of History Cultural Socio A Towards Experience As Dictatorship can be one of the options to accompany you next having supplementary time.
It will not waste your time. take on me, the e-book will no question way of being you new matter to read. Just invest little time to approach this on-line statement Gdr The Of History Cultural Socio A Towards Experience As Dictatorship as with ease as evaluation them wherever you are now.

KEY=HISTORY - MAYO OSBORN
DICTATORSHIP AS EXPERIENCE
TOWARDS A SOCIO-CULTURAL HISTORY OF THE GDR
A decade after the collapse of communism, this volume presents a historical reﬂection on the perplexing nature of the East German dictatorship. In contrast to most political rhetoric, it seeks to establish a middle ground between totalitarianism theory, stressing the
repressive features of the SED-regime, and apologetics of the socialist experiment, emphasizing the normality of daily lives. The book transcends the polarization of public debate by stressing the tensions and contradictions within the East German system that
combined both aspects by using dictatorial means to achieve its emancipatory aims. By analyzing a range of political, social, cultural, and chronological topics, the contributors sketch a diﬀerentiated picture of the GDR which emphasizes both its repressive and its
welfare features. The sixteen original essays, especially written for this volume by historians from both east and west Germany, represent the cutting edge of current research and suggest new theoretical perspectives. They explore political, social, and cultural
mechanisms of control as well as analyze their limits and discuss the mixture of dynamism and stagnation that was typical of the GDR.

GOETHE'S FAUST
THE GERMAN TRAGEDY
Cornell University Press Provides a fresh interpretation of the nineteenth-century German masterpiece, describes Goethe's attitudes towards writers, composers, and artists, and suggests that he saw all art as a part of a tradition

BRINGING CULTURE TO THE MASSES
CONTROL, COMPROMISE AND PARTICIPATION IN THE GDR
Berghahn Books This text explores how cultural life in the former German Democratic Republic (GDR) was strictly controlled by the ruling party, the SED, through attempts to dictate the way people spent their free time. It shows how people's cultural life in the GDR
developed a dynamic of its own.

PRUSSIA IN THE HISTORICAL CULTURE OF THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
COMMUNISTS AND KINGS
Oxford University Press No example demonstrates the ﬂuidity of the past within the German Democratic Republic more powerfully than the history of the Prussian state. Initially attacked in East German oﬃcial histories as the historical engine of German militarism and
reaction, Prussia underwent a remarkable transformation in oﬃcial and public memory from around the end of the 1970s. This was the so-called 'Prussia-Renaissance', in which, for the ﬁrst time, the East German state began to recognise and even celebrate ﬁgures
from Prussian history who had not served a 'progressive' agenda. But the 'Prussia-Renaissance' was also a political and cultural phenomenon with a wide public resonance. The 'Prussia-Renaissance' may have been a relatively short-lived phenomenon, but it evidently
opened a deep vein in the historical memory of the German Democratic Republic that deﬁed reduction to 'high politics' alone. This book asks why. Using the case study of Prussia, Marcus Colla presents a multi-perspective approach to the way that a distinctive
'historical culture' was constructed in the German Democratic Republic. It not only evaluates the roles played by political ﬁgures, historians, and cultural elites, but also heritage preservationists, exhibition curators, heimat museums, television producers, novelists and
playwrights, and singers - the purveyors of what we might more generally term 'popular culture'. In essence, Colla poses four fundamental questions for our understanding of life, politics and culture in communist East Germany: how was history there made? How was it
understood? How was it contested? And how was it used?

THE GUJJARS -VOL 04 (GUJJARS HISTORY & CULTURE) BY DR. JAVAID RAHI
Jammu and Kashmir Acacademy of Art, Culture , Languages , Jammu The Gujjars is book series on Gujjars History & Culture by Dr. Javaid Rahi The Gujjars numbered around 2,038,692 according to their last census in 1931. Eight provinces were then identiﬁed as pockets
inhabited by them namely, Delhi, Jammu- Kashmir, Punjab (undivided) the North-West Provinces (Pakistan) and other area in and along the Himalayas (now Uttaranchal and Himanchal Pradesh). The Van Gujjars are relatively unknown in relation to the Hindu Gujjars of
North West India. According to the current reports, the majority of Van Gujjars are semi-nomadic, forest-dwelling and cattle-herding Muslim

20 YEARS SINCE THE FALL OF THE BERLIN WALL
TRANSITIONS, STATE BREAK-UP AND DEMOCRATIC POLITICS IN CENTRAL EUROPE AND GERMANY
BWV Verlag HauptbeschreibungOn 9 November 1989, the Berlin Wall was opened, signalling the beginning of the end of the communist regimes in Central and Eastern Europe. By 1990, free elections had been held in most countries in the region. Forty - in some cases
ﬁfty - years of communism had come to an end. However, the 'revolutions' of 1989 were not uniform processes: the starting points were diﬀerent, the trajectories were diﬀerent - and outside Central Europe even the outcomes of the transitions from communism were
diﬀerent. The fall of communism also caused the Soviet empire to crumble, and the Soviet Union itself fell apart in December 1991 - as did Czechoslovakia in 1993, and Yugoslavia in a gradual process that was to last from 1991 to 2008. This book originated in a
conference held in Oslo 11-13 November 2009, arranged by the E.ON Ruhrgas scholarship programme for political science, and commemorating the 20th anniversary of the 'revolutions' in Central and Eastern Europe. The 16 chapters take stock of developments after
1989, with special emphasis on the causes and eﬀects of the transitions, including the processes of state uniﬁcation and separation that followed in the wake of the 'revolutions'. The book is divided into four main parts: regime transitions from communism; state
uniﬁcation and separation; party system continuity and change since 1989 (in Germany, the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Poland); and on the eﬀects of German uniﬁcation on external and internal German relations. The geographical scope thus varies from chapter to
chapter, but the main emphasis is on Germany and its closest Central European neighbours.Elisabeth Bakke is Associate Professor at Department of Political Science, University of Oslo. Ingo Peters is Associate Professor at Department of Political and Social Sciences,
Otto Suhr Institute of Political Science, Freie Universitnt Berlin."
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BECOMING EAST GERMAN
SOCIALIST STRUCTURES AND SENSIBILITIES AFTER HITLER
Berghahn Books For roughly the ﬁrst decade after the demise of the GDR, professional and popular interpretations of East German history concentrated primarily on forms of power and repression, as well as on dissent and resistance to communist rule. Socio-cultural
approaches have increasingly shown that a single-minded emphasis on repression and coercion fails to address a number of important historical issues, including those related to the subjective experiences of those who lived under communist regimes. With that in
mind, the essays in this volume explore signiﬁcant physical and psychological aspects of life in the GDR, such as health and diet, leisure and dining, memories of the Nazi past, as well as identity, sports, and experiences of everyday humiliation. Situating the GDR
within a broader historical context, they open up new ways of interpreting life behind the Iron Curtain – while providing a devastating critique of misleading mainstream scholarship, which continues to portray the GDR in the restrictive terms of totalitarian theory.

TRANSITIONS FROM NAZISM TO SOCIALISM
GRASSROOTS RESPONSES TO PUNITIVE AND REHABILITATIVE MEASURES IN BRANDENBURG, 1945-1952.
University College London (University of London), 2013. This study examines transitions from Nazism to socialism in Brandenburg between 1945 and 1952. It explores the grassroots responses and their relative implications within the context of both punitive and
rehabilitative measures implemented by the Soviet Military Administration (SMAD) and the communist Socialist Unity Party of Germany (SED). The doctoral study is based on archival and oral history sources and addresses two main research questions: First, in what
ways did people at the grassroots attempt to challenge the imposition of punitive measures, and did their responses have any eﬀect on the manner in which these policies were implemented at a grassroots level? These punitive measures were designed to remove
remnants of Nazism and included punitive Soviet practices, Soviet NKVD camps and denaziﬁcation and sequestering. Second, to what extent did grassroots Brandenburgers participate in political organisations which were designed to integrate East Germans during the
rehabilitative stage and what impact did these responses have on the post-war transition? This study focuses on the National Democratic Party and the Society for German-Soviet Friendship as well as examining wider factors which may have impeded and facilitated the
processes of post-war transitions. Two main arguments are proposed. First, the imposition of wide-ranging punitive measures often posed an existential threat at a grassroots level, and therefore at times elicited grassroots actions, albeit severely restricted by
practical and political constraints. In turn, these grassroots responses could occasionally have some local impact and somewhat aﬀect the manner in which policies were implemented at a grassroots level in Brandenburg. Second, it is argued that the rehabilitative
stage, despite some challenges, generally provided a favourable system for grassroots integration in which the needs of the policy makers and a signiﬁcant proportion of grassroots individuals somewhat converged, eventually contributing to the partial stabilisation of
the emerging East German socialist state. Copyright remains with the author Dr Julie Deering-Kraft Citations: Deering-Kraft, JN; (2013) Transitions from Nazism to Socialism: Grassroots Responses to Punitive and Rehabilitative Measures in Brandenburg, 1945-1952.
Doctoral thesis (PhD), UCL (University College London). Available at http://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/1416290/

DIVIDED VILLAGE: THE COLD WAR IN THE GERMAN BORDERLANDS
Taylor & Francis Cover -- Title -- Copyright -- Contents -- List of ﬁgures -- Acknowledgements -- List of abbreviations -- Introduction: Eerie -- 1 Calamity, 1945-1952 -- 2 Elimination, 1952 -- 3 Fighting mood, 1952-1960 -- 4 Admonition, 1960-1961 -- 5 Bleak, 1961-1989 -- 6
Ass of the world, 1961-1989 -- Epilogue: Dream -- Bibliography -- Index

ENVISIONING SOCIALISM
TELEVISION AND THE COLD WAR IN THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
University of Michigan Press Envisioning Socialism examines television and the power it exercised to deﬁne the East Germans’ view of socialism during the ﬁrst decades of the German Democratic Republic. In the ﬁrst book in English to examine this topic, Heather L.
Gumbert traces how television became a medium prized for its communicative and entertainment value. She explores the diﬃculties GDR authorities had deﬁning and executing a clear vision of the society they hoped to establish, and she explains how television helped
to stabilize GDR society in a way that ultimately worked against the utopian vision the authorities thought they were cultivating. Gumbert challenges those who would dismiss East German television as a tool of repression that couldn’t compete with the West or
capture the imagination of East Germans. Instead, she shows how, by the early 1960s, television was a model of the kind of socialist realist art that could appeal to authorities and audiences. Ultimately, this socialist vision was overcome by the challenges that the
international market in media products and technologies posed to nation-building in the postwar period. A history of ideas and perceptions examining both real and mediated historical conditions, Envisioning Socialism considers television as a technology, an
institution, and a medium of social relations and cultural knowledge. The book will be welcomed in undergraduate and graduate courses in German and media history, the history of postwar Socialism, and the history of science and technologies.

BULLETIN
LAND OF SUNSHINE, STATE OF DREAMS
A SOCIAL HISTORY OF MODERN FLORIDA
Florida History and Culture (P From New Spain, to Old South, to New South, to Sunbelt, the story of how and why millions have come to Florida and inﬂuenced the enduring but changing meanings of a dreamstate. 52 b&w and 6 color photos, 4 maps.

STASI
SHIELD AND SWORD OF THE PARTY
Routledge This book is a fascinating new examination of one of the most feared and eﬃcient secret services the world has ever known, the Stasi. The East German Stasi was a jewel among the communist secret services, the most trusted by its Russian mother
organization the KGB, and even more eﬃcient. In its attempt at ‘total coverage’ of civil society, the Ministry for State Security came close to realizing the totalitarian ideal of a political police force. Based on research in archival ﬁles unlocked just after the fall of the
Berlin Wall and available to few German and Western readers, this volume details the Communist Party’s attempt to control all aspects of East German civil society, and sets out what is known of the regime’s support for international terrorism in the 1970s and 1980s.
STASI will be of much interest to students of intelligence studies, German politics and international relations.

ENVISIONING SOCIALISM
TELEVISION AND THE COLD WAR IN THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
University of Michigan Press The ﬁrst examination in English of East German television during the early Cold War

DROPPING OUT OF SOCIALISM
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THE CREATION OF ALTERNATIVE SPHERES IN THE SOVIET BLOC
Rowman & Littleﬁeld This multidisciplinary collection of essays examines alternative subcultures in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union during the era of late socialism. The contributors analyze how these marginal communities rejected mainstream socialist culture,
sought ideological and physical space from the state, and contributed to the demise of the USSR.

THE HUMAN RIGHTS DICTATORSHIP
SOCIALISM, GLOBAL SOLIDARITY AND REVOLUTION IN EAST GERMANY
Cambridge University Press Richardson-Little exposes the forgotten history of human rights in the German Democratic Republic, placing the history of the Cold War, Eastern European dissidents and the revolutions of 1989 in a new light. By demonstrating how even a
communist dictatorship could imagine itself to be a champion of human rights, this book challenges popular narratives on the fall of the Berlin Wall and illustrates how notions of human rights evolved in the Cold War as they were re-imagined in East Germany by both
dissidents and state oﬃcials. Ultimately, the ﬁght for human rights in East Germany was part of a global battle in the post-war era over competing conceptions of what human rights meant. Nonetheless, the collapse of dictatorship in East Germany did not end this
conﬂict, as citizens had to choose for themselves what kind of human rights would follow in its wake.

AFTER THE GDR
NEW PERSPECTIVES ON THE OLD GDR AND YOUNG LÄNDER
BRILL This volume represents the eﬀorts of ﬁfteen scholars from Europe and North America to work through the complex and sometimes compromising past and the current struggles that together deﬁne eastern German identity, society, and politics ten years after
uniﬁcation. Their papers oﬀer an exemplary illustration of the variety of disciplinary methods and new source materials on which established and younger scholars can draw today to further diﬀerentiated understanding of the old GDR and the young Länder. In a volume
that will interest students of German history, cultural studies and comparative politics, the authors show how utopian ideals quickly degenerated into a dictatorship that provoked the everyday resistance at all levels of society that ultimately brought the regime to its
demise. They also suggest how the GDR might live on in memory to shape the emerging varieties of postcommunist politics in the young states of the Federal Republic and how the GDR experience might inspire new practices and concepts for German society as a
whole. Most importantly, the papers here testify to the multidisciplinary vitality of a ﬁeld whose original object of enquiry disappeared over a decade ago.

BURNED BRIDGE
HOW EAST AND WEST GERMANS MADE THE IRON CURTAIN
Oxford University Press The building of the Berlin Wall in 1961 shocked the world. Ever since, the image of this impenetrable barrier between East and West, imposed by communism, has been a central symbol of the Cold War. Based on vast research in untapped archival,
oral, and private sources, Burned Bridge reveals the hidden origins of the Iron Curtain, presenting it in a startling new light. Historian Edith Sheﬀer's unprecedented, in-depth account focuses on Burned Bridge-the intersection between two sister cities, Sonneberg and
Neustadt bei Coburg, Germany's largest divided population outside Berlin. Sheﬀer demonstrates that as Soviet and American forces occupied each city after the Second World War, townspeople who historically had much in common quickly formed opposing interests
and identities. The border walled oﬀ irreconcilable realities: the diﬀerences of freedom and captivity, rich and poor, peace and bloodshed, and past and present. Sheﬀer describes how smuggling, kidnapping, rape, and killing in the early postwar years led citizens to
demand greater border control on both sides--long before East Germany fortiﬁed its 1,393 kilometer border with West Germany. It was in fact the American military that built the ﬁrst barriers at Burned Bridge, which preceded East Germany's borderland crackdown by
many years. Indeed, Sheﬀer shows that the physical border between East and West was not simply imposed by Cold War superpowers, but was in some part an improvised outgrowth of an anxious postwar society. Ultimately, a wall of the mind shaped the wall on the
ground. East and West Germans became part of, and helped perpetuate, the barriers that divided them. From the end of World War II through two decades of reuniﬁcation, Sheﬀer traces divisions at Burned Bridge with sharp insight and compassion, presenting a
stunning portrait of the Cold War on a human scale.

ISLAMIC CULTURE
AFTER THE GDR
NEW PERSPECTIVES ON THE OLD GDR AND THE YOUNG LÄNDER
Rodopi This volume represents the eﬀorts of ﬁfteen scholars from Europe and North America to work through the complex and sometimes compromising past and the current struggles that together deﬁne eastern German identity, society, and politics ten years after
uniﬁcation. Their papers oﬀer an exemplary illustration of the variety of disciplinary methods and new source materials on which established and younger scholars can draw today to further diﬀerentiated understanding of the old GDR and the young Länder. In a volume
that will interest students of German history, cultural studies and comparative politics, the authors show how utopian ideals quickly degenerated into a dictatorship that provoked the everyday resistance at all levels of society that ultimately brought the regime to its
demise. They also suggest how the GDR might live on in memory to shape the emerging varieties of postcommunist politics in the young states of the Federal Republic and how the GDR experience might inspire new practices and concepts for German society as a
whole. Most importantly, the papers here testify to the multidisciplinary vitality of a ﬁeld whose original object of enquiry disappeared over a decade ago.

SAVING NATURE UNDER SOCIALISM
TRANSNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTALISM IN EAST GERMANY, 1968 – 1990
Cambridge University Press When East Germany collapsed in 1989–1990, outside observers were shocked to learn the extent of environmental devastation that existed there. The communist dictatorship, however, had sought to confront environmental issues since at least
the 1960s. Through an analysis of oﬃcial and oppositional sources, Saving Nature Under Socialism complicates attitudes toward the environment in East Germany by tracing both domestic and transnational engagement with nature and pollution. The communist
dictatorship limited opportunities for protest, so oﬃcials and activists looked abroad to countries such as Poland and West Germany for inspiration and support. Julia Ault outlines the evolution of environmental policy and protest in East Germany and shows how East
Germans responded to local degradation as well as to an international moment of environmental reckoning in the 1970s and 1980s. The example of East Germany thus challenges and broadens our understanding of the 'greening' of post-war Europe, and illuminates a
larger, central European understanding of connection across the Iron Curtain.

AUTISM
A SOCIAL AND MEDICAL HISTORY
Palgrave Macmillan Autism: A Social and Medical History contextualizes autism as a socio cultural phenomenon, and examines the often troubling eﬀects of representations and social trends. Exploring the individuals and events in the history of this condition, Waltz
blends research and personal perspectives to examine social narratives of normalcy, disability and diﬀerence. Autism has often been seen as separate from other forms of impairment and negative attitudes towards people with autism and, in the past, their parents,
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have been prevalent. This book explores key research in the ﬁeld as well as insight from parents and people with autism, the latter of whom have often had no voice in what is written about the history of autism. This book will appeal to researchers and students in the
ﬁelds of medical sociology, disability studies, and medical history as well as increasing public debates on autism.

THE JOURNAL OF PHILOSOPHY
Covers topics in philosophy, psychology, and scientiﬁc methods. Vols. 31- include "A Bibliography of philosophy," 1933-

RED PROMETHEUS
ENGINEERING AND DICTATORSHIP IN EAST GERMANY, 1945-1990
MIT Press This analysis of the relationship between science and totalitarian rule in one of the most technically advanced countries in the East bloc examines professional autonomy under dictatorship and the place of technology in Communist ideology. In Cold War-era
East Germany, the German tradition of science-based technology merged with a socialist system that made technological progress central to its ideology. Technology became an important part of East German socialist identity--crucial to how Communists saw their
system and how citizens saw their state. In Red Prometheus, Dolores Augustine examines the relationship between a dictatorial system and the scientiﬁc and engineering communities in East Germany from the end of the Second World War through the 1980s. Drawing
on newly opened archives and extensive interviews, Augustine looks in detail at individual scientists' interactions with the East German system, examining the eﬀectiveness of their resistance against the party's totalitarian impulses. She explains why many German
scientists and engineers who were deported to the Soviet Union after World War II returned to East Germany rather than defecting to the capitalist West, traces scientists' attempts to hold on to some aspects of professional autonomy, and describes challenges to their
professional identity on the factory ﬂoor. Augustine examines the quality of science and technology produced under Communist rule, looking at failed research projects and clashing cultures of innovation. She looks at technological myth-building in science ﬁction and
propaganda. She explores individual career strategies, including the role played by gender in high-tech professions, and the ways that both enterprises and individuals responded to increasing state and party control of research during the 1980s. We cannot
understand the economic choices made by East Germany, Augustine argues, unless we understand the cultural values reﬂected in the East German belief in technology as indispensable to progress and industrial development.

THE JOURNAL OF PHILOSOPHY, PSYCHOLOGY, AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS
THE RISE AND FALL OF THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
Transaction Publishers Most public debate on reunited Germany has emphasized economic issues such as the collapse of East German industry, mass unemployment, career diﬃculties, and diﬀerences in wages and living standards. The overwhelming diﬃculty resulting
from reuniﬁcation, however, is not persisting economic diﬀerences but the internal cultural divide between East and West Germans, one based upon diﬀerent moral values in the two Germanies. The invisible wall that has replaced the previous, highly visible territorial
division of the German nation is rooted in issues of the past-the Nazi past as well as the German Democratic Republic past. In emphasizing economic diﬀerences, the media and academics have avoided dealing with typically German cultural traits. These include the
psychological posture of West Germany, which emphasized not diﬀerences between East and West but the break with Germany's Nazi past. The adversarial posture of certain professional groups in East Germany towards the liberal and democratic values of West
Germany have also been an obstacle. Reviewing the problems accompanying reuniﬁcation, chapter 1 explores German culture and history and the moral lessons evolved from the Nazi past. Chapter 2 focuses on the East-West mindset and how diﬀerences in attitude
aﬀect eﬀorts to adapt to reuniﬁcation. Chapter 3 discusses the simulated break with Nazi Germany in the German Democratic Republic. Chapters 4, 5, and 6 analyze the roots of the adversary posture of the professional groups in East Germany towards the values of
the Berlin Republic. Chapter 7 demonstrates the strong presence of inherited, typically German cultural traits among East Germans, such as a lack of individualism, suspicion of strangers, and obedience to authority. Chapter 8 documents the extent to which a rightwing extremist culture has remained latent in Eastern Germany. Chapter 9 documents the extent to which moral reasoning in the GDR relieves the individual of any kind of responsibility for the actions of the state, reproducing the way ordinary Germans rationalized
their participation in the Nazi regime immediately after World War II. Chapter 10 concludes with an overview of the historical and sociological factors revolving around the discussion of Nazi Germany, the GDR and inner uniﬁcation. This volume will be important for
historians, political scientists, anthropologists, sociologists, and a general public interested in Germany's reuniﬁcation.

THE PORTRAYAL OF JEWS IN GDR PROSE FICTION
Rodopi This volume is the ﬁrst comprehensive single study of Jewish themes in any of the post-1945 German literatures. It presents literature on Jewish themes by Jewish and non-Jewish authors in the cultural, social and political context of the Soviet Zone/GDR during
the entire 45 years of its history from 1945 to 1990. It oﬀers a brief history of Jews in the GDR, before looking, in four chronologically ordered chapters, at the history of publishing on Jewish themes in the GDR. Some 28 texts by 19 diﬀerent authors, including Anna
Seghers, Stephan Hermlin, Arnold Zweig, Franz Fühmann, Johannes Bobrowski, Jurek Becker, Stefan Heym, Günter Kunert, Christa Wolf and Helga Königsdorf, are then singled out for closer analysis.Such themes as historical anti-Semitism, the Holocaust, Jewish
resistance, Jewish assimilation, Heine, Marx, Moses Mendelssohn, Jewish survival, and Jews in the GDR are all discussed in the book. The volume also oﬀers evidence of the political inﬂuences on publishing on Jewish themes at various stages in the GDR's history. In
addition, a structured bibliography of some 1100 items is oﬀered, approximately 750 of which were published in the GDR with a Jewish content or theme. The study should be of interest to students of contemporary German literature and politics, the GDR, and of Jewish
studies in the wider context.

THE FOREIGN POLICIES OF EASTERN EUROPE
DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL DETERMINANTS
BRILL

THE HISTORY OF EVERYDAY LIFE
RECONSTRUCTING HISTORICAL EXPERIENCES AND WAYS OF LIFE
Princeton University Press Alltagsgeschichte, or the history of everyday life, emerged during the 1980s as the most interesting new ﬁeld among West German historians and, more recently, their East German colleagues. Partly in reaction to the modernization theory
pervading West German social history in the 1970s, practitioners of alltagsgeschichte stressed the complexities of popular experience, paying particular attention, for instance, to the relationship of the German working class to Nazism. Now the ﬁrst English translation
of a key volume of essays (Alltagsgeschichte: Zur Rekonstruktion historischer Erfahrungen und Lebensweisen) presents this approach and shows how it cuts across the boundaries of established disciplines. The result is a work of great methodological, theoretical, and
historiographical signiﬁcance as well as a substantive contribution to German studies. Introduced by Alf Lüdtke, the volume includes two empirical essays, one by Lutz Niethammer on life courses of East Germans after 1945 and one by Lüdtke on modes of accepting
fascism among German workers. The remaining ﬁve essays are theoretical: Hans Medick writes on ethnological ways of knowledge as a challenge to social history; Peter Schöttler, on mentalities, ideologies, and discourses and alltagsgeschichte; Dorothee Wierling, on
gender relations and alltagsgeschichte; Wolfgang Kaschuba, on popular culture and workers' culture as symbolic orders; and Harald Dehne on the challenge alltagsgeschichte posed for Marxist-Leninist historiography in East Germany.

GERMAN REUNIFICATION AND THE LEGACY OF GDR LITERATURE AND CULTURE
BRILL This collection of academic articles and personal reﬂections explores German reuniﬁcation and the legacy of GDR literature and culture. It examines a broad range of genres and combines perspectives on both lesser-known and more established writers.
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VARIETIES OF TRANSITION
THE EAST EUROPEAN AND EAST GERMAN EXPERIENCE
MIT Press The nine essays in this volume explore such topics as the characteristics and shortcomings of state socialist societies and of democratic capitalism, the role of ethnic politics in East European transitions, issues of retribution and restitution in the transition to a
democratic society based on a private economy, and the eﬀects the collapse of Communism have had on Western democracies and on the Left in particular.

ANNUAL REPORT
SOCIAL AND CULTURAL HISTORY OF TAMIL NADU
THE GAME OF URBAN REGENERATION
CULTURE & COMMUNITY IN LONDON 2012 AND BERLIN'S MEDIASPREE
transcript Verlag Who wins and who loses in urban regeneration? What are the mechanisms at play? Francesca Weber-Newth looks at two neighbourhoods that are adjacent to large-scale regeneration schemes: the 2012 Olympic park in London and the Mediaspree
waterside development in Berlin. By analysing how urban regeneration is experienced on the ground, her study counters the notion that Olympic-led regeneration is any diﬀerent from other forms of neoliberal urban development. Adopting Pierre Bourdieu's view of the
social world as made up of competitive 'games', an analysis of the two neighbourhoods reveals how the concepts of 'culture' and 'community' are strategically employed in the 'game' of urban regeneration - to the beneﬁt of some and the detriment of others.

FOREVER YOUNG
A CULTURAL HISTORY OF LONGEVITY
Reaktion Books Forever Young oﬀers a wide-ranging survey of the notion of longevity, from antiquity to the present. The author looks at the many manifestations of one of humanity’s most powerful dreams: the prolongation of life and youth with immortality as a ﬁnal
objective. Using a variety of sources – religion, folk traditions, science, literature and art – the book shows on the one hand the persistence of the human spirit (the desire for longevity is revealed as an extremely stable archetype throughout history) and on the other,
the innovations speciﬁc to each period or culture due to the progress of science and diﬀering ideologies and attitudes. Nowadays, prolonging life and youth has become a major goal of society due to a combination of several factors: the spectacular increase in life
expectancy; the advances of science and especially genetics; and, ﬁnally, the decline of religious belief in life after death, emphasizing the only remaining certainty – corporeal life. The author, a specialist in mythology and imagination, approaches his subject in an
accessible and engaging way.

HISTORICAL RESEARCH FOR UNIVERSITY DEGREES IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
TRAGEDY'S ENDURANCE
PERFORMANCES OF GREEK TRAGEDIES AND CULTURAL IDENTITY IN GERMANY SINCE 1800
Oxford University Press This volume sets out a novel approach to theatre historiography, presenting the history of performances of Greek tragedies in Germany since 1800 as the history of the evolving cultural identity of the educated middle class throughout that period.
Philhellenism and theatromania took hold in this milieu amidst attempts to banish the heavily French-inﬂuenced German court culture of the mid-eighteenth century, and by 1800 performances of Greek tragedies had eﬀectively become the German answer to the
French Revolution. Tragedy's subsequent endurance on the German stage is mapped here through the responses of performances to particular political, social, and cultural milestones, from the Napoleonic Wars and the Revolution of 1848 to the Third Reich, the new
political movements of the 1960s and 1970s, and the fall of the Berlin Wall and reuniﬁcation. Images of ancient Greece which were prevalent in the productions of these diﬀerent eras are examined closely: the Nazi's proclamation of a racial kinship between the Greeks
and the Germans; the politicization of performances of Greek tragedies since the 1960s and 1970s, emblematized by Marcuse's notion of a cultural revolution; the protest choruses of the GDR and the subsequent new genre of choric theatre in uniﬁed Germany. By
examining these images and performances in relation to their respective socio-cultural contexts, the volume sheds light on how, in a constantly changing political and cultural climate, performances of Greek tragedies helped aﬃrm, destabilize, re-stabilize, and
transform the cultural identity of the educated middle class over a volatile two hundred year period.

MONEY IN ASIA (1200 – 1900): SMALL CURRENCIES IN SOCIAL AND POLITICAL CONTEXTS
BRILL Money in Asia examines two chronic problems that faced early modern monetary economies in East, South, and Southeast Asia: The inability to provide suﬃcient amounts of small currencies to facilitate local economic transactions and to control currency
depreciation.

CONFLICT AND COMPROMISE IN EAST GERMANY, 1971–1989
A PRECARIOUS STABILITY
Springer This extensively researched empirical analysis of the GDR in the years 1971-1989 challenges current historical interpretations of GDR history. It focuses on four social groups - youth, women, writers and Christians - to highlight the stability of this socialist
society until 1987. The strength of the regime is shown to have been based on a continuously negotiated process of give-and-take involving major parts of the population.

SEX, THUGS AND ROCK 'N' ROLL
TEENAGE REBELS IN COLD-WAR EAST GERMANY
Berghahn Books Living on the frontline of the Cold War, young people in East Germany were subject to a number of competing inﬂuences: the culture of their parents, the new oﬃcial culture taught in schools, and new youth cultures. Fenemore presents an account of
what it was like in the 1950s and 1960s.
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